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IT Asset
Disposition
Asset recovery strategies tailored to meet an organization’s
individual needs.

About CNE
CNE provides a full suite of IT lifecycle strategies, partnering
with leading enterprise companies, OEMs, and ODMs around
the world. We understand the challenges that come with
overseeing inventory, service agreements, and downstream
value recovery, including the most challenging stage of the IT
lifecycle − managing the disposition of retired IT assets.

IT Asset Disposition
Why IT Asset Disposition (ITAD)? Each year businesses take
millions of tons of serviceable electronic equipment offline.
These IT assets still have value, but only if they are handled
properly. CNE’s ITAD solutions include:
• Data Center Decommissioning

Why IT Asset Disposition?
With the global e-waste stream increasing, innovative and
sustainable strategies are needed to reduce the amount of
e-waste produced. In many cases, there is an opportunity
to remarket used and functional IT equipment for alternative
uses, recovering value, while promoting a circular economy.
End-of-life ITAD services include:
•

Logistics Management: Onsite services, pick-up, secure
transportation, home recovery, and in-depth reporting.

•

Data Security: Secure data erasure and destruction
methods to industry standards.

•

Value Recovery: Remarketing of systems & components
to recover hidden value.

•

Recycling: When value cannot be captured at a device or
component level, we safely dispose of material utilizing
R2 certified recycling partners.

• Data Security & Erasure
• Chain-of-Custody & Reporting
• Logistics Management
• Value Recovery
• Sustainable Recycling
Our ITAD strategies focus on the reuse of equipment first, with
the goal to recover maximum value, before recycling in an
environmentally responsible manner.

Why CNE?
CNE specializes in business intelligence and market data to
create custom and sustainable programs that recover hidden
value from used IT equipment.

